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If a job of significant size (> ½ mile) is designed in Utah South NAD83, don’t do a site calibration using 

a Transverse Mercator base projection. 

And don’t trust your data collector to ‘do the right thing’ without your intervention, many 

 

 don’t. 

I have struggled to find a good example of why a localization needs to be based on the same 

projection as a larger project is designed in.  

I think that reducing the example to a straight line between two points is the simplest method and 

will get the point accross. Here an example: 
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Let’s compute the mid-point of the line. The project was designed by UDOT in modified UT South 

NAD83 State Plane, so first compute the mid-point using State Plane coordinates. Then compute the 

mid-point using UTM coordinates: 

  

Once the mid-point in UTM coordinates is known, we can convert them to Latitude and Longitude 

and then to State Plane. I have done the conversions above.  

Inversing between the computed mid-points yields a 0.26 foot bust! 

Here is a ‘zoomed’ in shot of the two positions: 



 

    

 

Making an even finer point, in this example between the NE and SE points there is a straight line in 

Utah South NAD83 State Plane projection and there is a straight line in UTM space between the same 

two points. These lines touch each other only at the end points. The distance between the midpoint 

of these two lines is a ¼ foot! 

Many surveyors don’t realize the danger in crossing base projections and will do a two or three-point 

localization (with a miss-matched projection). In this example they might choose to localize at the NE, 

SW and a third point close to the center. The localization math will do a best case fit, distributing the 

projection mis-match error between the two endpoints and nearly holding the center point.  

The unaware surveyor will see residuals of 16 hundredths on the localization points and assume that 

the residuals are a result of GPS measurement instability.  

The surveyor could have done less work and gotten much better results. By just:  

1. choosing a projection that matched the design (in this case Utah South NAD83) 

a.  
2. Matching the job specified grid to ground scale factor 



 

    

3. Doing a single point calibration at any of the control points 

With much less work, the surveyor would have matched the design at all points within a few 

hundredths and been impressed by the quality of measurements her GPS was capable of! 

 


